WORK REIMAGINED
A New Standard in Clean
Last year brought unprecedented changes to the workplace. Whether we’re working remotely, fostering a blended work environment, or returning to the office, we are facing new hurdles like never before.

With this shift in how we work, Targus has identified a need for clean-desking solutions to reduce the risk of exposure to harmful microorganisms — like allergens, viruses, bacteria, and mold — commonly found on high-touch surfaces including the tech accessories we use daily. Clean-desking would feature workspaces equipped with hand sanitizer, sanitizing wipes, and antimicrobial products designed to help keep touchpoints free of microbes — like an antimicrobial mouse and keyboard. We categorize our clean-desking products into three levels of protection: Basic, Integrated, and Active.
LEVEL UP YOUR PROTECTION

3 LEVELS OF CLEAN PROTECTION

1. Basic
   Personal protection solutions that reduce touching contaminated surfaces
   SEE OUR SOLUTIONS

2. Integrated
   DefenseGuard™ solutions with an infused antimicrobial treatment that provides lasting protection
   SEE OUR SOLUTIONS

3. Active
   Advanced solutions that proactively disinfect devices, killing bacteria and viruses
   SEE OUR SOLUTION

Create clean workspaces with Targus.
Safety and protection are a priority wherever your workspace may be.

We have all had to embrace a new normal, and hybrid ways of working and living are likely to continue.

We need solutions for the cleanliness challenges at home, in the office, and on the move.
Our research tells us the **top 3 things people expect** to have changed about the office when they return.

1. **54%**
   - Improved cleaning protocols

2. **53%**
   - Improved COVID-19 security

3. **41%**
   - Increased levels of trust to work away from the office
Our range of personal keyboard protectors and stylus solutions reduce the need to touch potentially contaminated surfaces, offering basic “hands off” protection, much like wearing gloves.

**Washable Stylus**
- Accurate typing and texting on capacitive touch screen devices
- Keeps device screen clean from smudges, fingerprints, and scratches
- Machine washable
- Made with silicone and aluminum materials to withstand varying temperatures*

**Universal Keyboard Cover – Extra Large (3 pack)**
- Helps protect keyboard from dust, accidental spills, and germs
- Thin, transparent design allows for a seamless typing experience
- Washable* and reusable
- 100% silicone

**AMM170GL | $9.99**
**AWV338GL | $14.99**

*Withstand temperatures: -10°C - 90°C (14°F–194°F)

*Can be hand-washed with water and mild soap or any disinfecting wipes with 70% or less Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) solution
REIMAGINE YOUR EVERYDAY INTERACTIONS

STYLUS

Avoid germs and bacteria on shared touchscreen devices, from tablets to ATMs. Accurate, easy to use, and perfectly portable, a stylus is a healthier and more hygienic choice.

Disposable Stylus
AMM171GL | $ 14.99
- Allows for typing and texting on virtually any capacitive touch screen device
- Keeps device screen clean from smudges, fingerprints, and scratches
- Fits comfortably in the hand
- Ideal for high-touch environments like ATMs, hospitals, and schools
- Economical option for single-use

KEYBOARD COVERS

Help protect keyboard from dust, accidental spills and germs. The thin, transparent design allows for a seamless typing experience.

Universal Keyboard Cover – Small (3 Pack)
AWV335GL | $5.99 (BTO)

Universal Keyboard Cover – Medium (3 Pack)
AWV336GL | $9.99 (BTO)

Universal Keyboard Cover – Large (3 Pack)
AWV337GL | $11.99 (BTO)
Introducing DefenseGuard™
An innovative line of laptop cases, tablet cases, and essential accessories like keyboards and mice, that have been treated with antimicrobial protection right down to the material and fiber of each product.

Unlike topically applied sprays, which can erode over time, DefenseGuard products work continuously for the life of the product to prevent the growth of microorganisms.

Testing of Targus materials, including the JIS Z 2801 and ISO 22196:2011 standards, at independent laboratories has demonstrated 99.9% reduction of Staphylococcus aureus (Staph Infection) and Escherichia coli (E. coli).

*Antimicrobial product protection is limited to the case or device itself.
INTEGRATED PROTECTION

2 Office Antimicrobial Backpack

Carry More. Worry Less.

• DefenseGuard™ Antimicrobial Protection eliminates and prevents the growth of bacteria on product surfaces and touchpoints
• Adjustable SafePort® Sling Laptop Protection suspends laptops from 15-17.3” protecting them from drops
• Clamshell design easily stores and organizes larger accessories
• Modular design with detachable front pouches
• Hidden water bottle pocket
• Integrated pockets on shoulder straps to store small accessories (like PPE)
• Zippered and padded lumbar pocket
• Tuck-away rain cover

TBB615GL | $119.99
INTEGRATED PROTECTION

MICE

Wired or wireless. Bluetooth® or USB dongle. Full-size or compact. We’ve got solutions to keep the entire team comfortably working.

Compact Multi-Device Wireless Antimicrobial Mouse
- Minimalist, modern design
- Multi-device connectivity for up to 3 devices
- Dual-mode with Bluetooth® or 2.4 GHz wireless connection
- Compatible with Windows® and macOS®

AMB581GL | $19.99

Midsize Comfort Multi-Device Wireless Antimicrobial Mouse
- Adjustable 800, 1200, 1600, or 2400 DPI for customized response
- Multi-device connectivity for up to 3 devices
- Dual-mode with Bluetooth® or 2.4 GHz wireless connection
- Includes 1 x AA battery
- Compatible with Windows® and macOS®

AMB582GL | $24.99

BlueTrace Wireless Antimicrobial Mouse
- BlueTrace technology for usage on almost any surface***
- 2.4 Ghz wireless connection
- 7 silent buttons for enhanced functionality
- Ergonomic design for right-handed users
- Low battery indicator

AMW584GL | $39.99

*** BlueTrace technology may not work on some glass or mirrored surfaces.
INTEGRATED PROTECTION

KEYBOARDS

Antimicrobial Keyboards with Multi-Platform Compatibility, Multi-Device Connectivity, and Bluetooth® 5.1 Wireless Connection.

Multi-Device Bluetooth Antimicrobial Keyboard with Tablet/Phone Cradle
- Dedicated slot to hold a tablet and phone
- Durable, robust design
- Convenient battery life indicator
- On/Off power button
- 2 x AAA batteries included
- Compatible with Windows® and macOS®

AKB867US | $39.99

Midsize Multi-Device Bluetooth Antimicrobial Keyboard
- Slimline design with convenient keypad
- Durable, robust design
- On/Off power button
- 2 x AAA batteries included
- Compatible with Windows® and macOS®

AKB863US | $29.99
Compact Multi-Device Bluetooth Antimicrobial Keyboard
- Super slim, compact design
- Responsive typing experience
- Battery life indicator
- On/Off power button
- 2 x AAA batteries included
- Compatible with Windows® and macOS®

AKB862US | $24.99

Ergonomic Foldable Bluetooth Antimicrobial Keyboard
- Ultra-compact design the same size as a smartphone
- Comfortable, split keyboard design
- Rechargeable 110 mAh battery
- Battery life and connectivity indicator
- Auto on/off feature with magnetic open and close
- Limited 1-year warranty
- Compatibility with Windows®, Android™, iOS and iPadOS

AKF003US | $34.99
INTEGRATED PROTECTION

PRIVACY SCREENS

Whether you’re working on your tablet, laptop, monitor, or all three – from 9.7” to 30”, Targus privacy screens have you covered.

- Protects private information with constrained viewing angles to 30° from either side
- Helps filter blue light, minimizing eye strain
- Antimicrobial: helps prevent bacteria growth on the privacy screen (available on select sizes)
- Anti-reflective coating blocks screen glare for a comfortable viewing experience
- Over 12% brighter than competitive solutions for greater clarity and visibility

FIND A PRIVACY SCREEN

*Antimicrobial product protection is limited to the case or device itself.
INTEGRATED PROTECTION

TABLET CASES

Built to enhance a tablet’s functionality, our tablet cases and accessories combine high-impact protection with patented features and advanced technology.

**VersaVu® Antimicrobial Slim Case for iPad® (8th and 7th gen.) 10.2-inch, iPad Air® 10.5-inch, and iPad Pro® 10.5-inch**
- Patented 360° rotation for portrait/landscape views
- Passes military grade 4 ft. drop testing (MIL-STD 810G)**
- Patent-protected, multi-generation tray flexes to fit iPad® (8th and 7th gen.) 10.2-inch, iPad Air® 10.5-inch, and iPad Pro® 10.5-inch
- Precision-cut access to controls, ports, and camera lenses
- Secure magnetic closure
- Integrated holder for Apple Pencil® or stylus (Pencil sold separately by Apple)

THZ890GL | $54.99

**Pro-Tek™ Antimicrobial Case for iPad® (8th and 7th gen.) 10.2-inch, iPad Air® 10.5-inch, and iPad Pro® 10.5-inch**
- Passes military grade 4 ft. drop testing (MIL-STD 810G)**
- Patent-protected, multi-generation tray flexes to fit iPad® (8th and 7th gen.) 10.2-inch, iPad Air® 10.5-inch, and iPad Pro® 10.5-inch
- Flexible tray with reinforced corners and bezel protection
- Precision-cut access to controls, ports, and camera lenses
- Secure magnetic tab closure
- Integrated holder for Apple Pencil® or stylus (Pencil sold separately by Apple)

THZ889GL | $44.99
**INTEGRATED PROTECTION**

Pro-Tek™ Antimicrobial Case for Samsung Galaxy® Tab A7 10.4”
- Passes military grade 4 ft. drop testing (MIL-STD 810G)**
- Adjustable viewing angles and comfortable typing position
- Patented custom-molded tray adds protection
- Precision-cut access to controls, ports, and camera lenses
- Elastic closure for secure transport
- Elastic S Pen® holder

THZ888GL (BTO) | $49.99

Click-In™ Antimicrobial Case for Samsung Galaxy® Tab A7 10.4”
- Passes military grade 4 ft. drop testing (MIL-STD 810G)**
- Adjustable viewing angles and comfortable typing position
- Patented custom-molded tray adds protection
- Precision-cut access to controls, ports, and camera lenses
- Elastic closure for secure transport
- Elastic S Pen® holder

THZ887GL (BTO) | $39.99

*Antimicrobial product protection is limited to the case or device itself. **As tested by an independent third-party applying MIL-STD-810G, Method 516.6, Procedure IV.
The UV-C LED Disinfection Light delivers the perfect, low maintenance, automated disinfection solution for a clean workspace, effectively eliminating pathogenic microorganisms on the surface of high-touch items like keyboards, mice, and tablets.

**UV-C Technology**

Long proven as a disinfection method in places like hospitals and airports (when used as directed), UV-C breaks down the DNA of microorganisms, effectively killing or inactivating them.

Incorporating state-of-the-art UV-C LED, automation, and motion-sensing technologies, the UV-C LED Disinfection Light turns on for 5 minutes, every hour, eliminating up to 99% of tested pathogens on your workspace surface inside the active disinfection area, wherever your workspace may be.
UV-C LED Disinfection Light

- Utilizes UV-C light technology, which breaks down the DNA of microorganisms, to reduce the need for liquid-based cleaning on a variety of surfaces
- Hourly, automated 5-minute cleaning cycle
- Motion-activated safety features
- Auto shut-off or manual on/off switch
- Includes a wall power adapter

AWV339TT | $299.99
WORK REIMAGINED
A New Standard in Clean